The Safer,
Cleaner Solution.

SUPERIOR
Floor Protection
for Pennies
a Day!

Disposable Restroom Mats

Disposable restroom mats are the ultimate
product for keeping restroom floors safer,
cleaner and more sanitary, maintaining a clean
and fresh restroom throughout the day.

Spider
Urinal Mat

These restroom mats improve safety and appearance.
Create a cleaner environment
Neutralize odor-causing elements
Lessen risk of slips and falls
Eliminate unsightly puddles and stains
Reduce the need for frequent mopping
Stay in place with non-skid backing

Commode Mats

These restroom mats are hardworking and durable.
Self-contained: One-piece design means there are
no messy top sheets or inner pads to replace.
Sanitary: Chemically active core layer neutralizes
unsanitary elements and converts liquids to gel.
Convenient: Easy to put in place, take up and dispose of.
Moppable: Performance is unaffected by light damp
mopping on top of surface.
Long-lasting: Provides freshness up to eight weeks
between replacement.
Versatile: Works on any surface, from vinyl to
decorative tile to plain concrete.
Grid layer: Keeps soles of feet from contacting
absorbent layer beneath.

! Prevents Damaged Floors !
Protects floors from uric acid damage.
Keeps urine from being tracked out of the bathroom.
Helps prevent corrosion around toilet bases.

Urinal Mats

Where Mats Are Used,
and When to Replace.
HEAVY USE: 300 USERS PER DAY, AVERAGE

Disposable Restroom
Matting Product Lineup
Urinal Mat | Black

Urinal Mat | Gray

Replace every 5-7 days
Shopping malls
Airports
Movie theaters
Casinos
Bars

#1452 BNT

#1452 CGR

Convention centers
Convenience stores/gas stations
Sports venues

Commode Mat | Black

Commode Mat | Gray

MODERATE USE: 200 USERS PER DAY, AVERAGE
Replace every 2-4 weeks
Medical facilities
Restaurants

#1441 BNT

#1441 CGR

Movie theaters
Day care centers
Health clubs

Spider Urinal Mat | Black

Universal Mat | Black

Golf and yacht clubs
Schools
Grocery stores
NORMAL USE: 100 USERS PER DAY, AVERAGE

#6288 BNT

#1441 BNT

Replace every 4-6 weeks
Offices
Urgent care/medical building
Churches
Auto dealerships
Public areas of nursing homes
Banks
Any employee restroom
Private clubs/VFW halls/lodges

Put a superior product in place
for just pennies a day!

